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Abstract - The notion of women being shackled is not new. Since the origin of time, women have always had to succumb to 
the power and authority of men. The Bedouin community seems to have upheld this ideology.This research paper is a gender 
appraisal of Miral Al Tahawi’s four novels: The Tent (1998), The Blue Aborigine (2002), Gazelle Tracks (2008) and 
Brooklyn Heights (2011). The research paper studied female narrators from the four novels and critically analyzed the issue 
of gender and oppression on women in Bedouin society.The paper aims to analyze how the author project women voice in 
the Bedouin community and evaluate marginalization and subjugation of women, the oppressive gender structure which 
pushes women to brim as well as how women traversed back to the center as depicted in Tahawi’s four novels. The research 
is guided by two prime objectives; to analyze the state and a position of a woman in the community and to explore the 
strategies heroine tried to use in fight patriarchy. It critically analyzed the issue of gender and oppression on women in 
society.The study is restricted within the framework of the radical feminist theory. The present study reaches the conclusion 
that Al Tahawi’s female characters reflect the ideas of radical feminism. Throughout their challenge, it can be concluded that 
women are able to rebel reject patriarchal society over them. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Miral Al-Tahawi is among most successful writer in 
Egypt.  She was born in Sharqiya in Egypt, 1968 and 
grew up in a Bedouin family. Miral Al-Tahawi 
studied literature. Today, she lectures at Arizona 
State University. In 1996, Miral Al-Tahawi wrote her 
first novels The Tent then, in 2002, The Blue 
Aubergine. She was one of the Egyptian women who 
receive a state literature award.  Her previous was 
written in Arabic, which was translated into other 
languages. In 2002, Miral Al-Tahawi published her 
third novel, The Gazelle’s Tracks, and was awarded 
the Cairo Book Fair Prize in spring 2002. Brooklyn 
Heights (2011) is her last novel.  All her stories 
revolved around her own experience of life, depicting 
the existential problems of a young woman in a 
patriarchal structure.  The notion of women being 
shackled is not new. Since the origin of time, women 
have always had to succumb to the power and 
authority of men (Asaqli (2017). Throughout the 
history, most communities if not all held women in an 
inferior status compared to that of men. In his study, 
Rashid (2016) declared that there was no community 
which female have publicly acknowledged power and 
authority beyond that of men. The domicile of a 
woman’s social position and the dogma of 
subservience has existed since the genesis. Rights and 
privileges were not uniformed between girls and 
boys. In all communities’ men have been considered 
to be more superior to women. They have a 
patriarchal ideology that undervalues women 
experience and knowledge. Male possess great power 
and the authorities. They make a decision that 
governs the society, whereas, women don’t have a 
voice. They are forced to follow and accept what 
man's device and formulate. 

Lander(2014), observed that in most cases, women 
were excluded from specific vital economic and 
political activities, and their roles restricted to only 
being wives and mothers. In many pieces of 
literature, female narrators have always been 
projected to possess fewer privileges as compared to 
male.Women in communities encountered gender-
based inequalities connected with “patriarchal gender 
system.” Many cultural, controversial or egregious 
practices oppressed women in the community 
(Lander, 2014). More often women were regarded to 
be less intelligent and less creative by nature. Despite, 
women and men having the same range of emotional, 
intellectual, and artistic characteristics, many 
societies forced female to act and behave according to 
the negative stereotype of femininity, thus 
maintaining the ideology that women are naturally 
inferior Manor-Binyamini (2018). Women’s lives 
centered around their households.  Evil, sinful, lover 
of Satan are just a few adjectives used to describe 
women in the ancient society. This paper position 
itself in the Bedouin discourse so to explore how Al 
Tahawi highpoints the fight by women and how she 
imagines the problem of humanity in her novels. 
Oppression among women has been a discussion of 
decades (Asaqli, 2017). For the most part, women of 
the early nineteenth century led circumspect life, 
believing they belong to the home. Societies limited 
the advancement of women by creating a different 
and mediocre social order (Rashid,2016). Patriarchy 
compelled women into believing that their inferior 
status was natural and irredeemable. The writers have 
spoken for the oppressed groups in theories and 
creative works. This  paper examines the four novels 
to establish the extent to which A Tahawi is engaged 
in centering women issues in a patriarchal society. 
This study paper investigated the oppressive structure 
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in the Bedouin community. The central questions in 
this research paper are: How do female characters in 
Tahawis’ novel strive to subvert patriarchy? How 
does she empower female narrators within the 
existing power hierarchy? 
There is no community where women have more 
supremacy and authority above that of men. More 
often women were excepted from specific significant 
economic and political events, and their role as wives 
and mother were linked with minimal power and 
privileges than male characters (Rashid, 2016). The 
Bedouin community, is not different from others, all 
the same, the peculiarities of every society. Her four 
novels Tahawi highlights various forms of 
oppression, exploitation, exclusion, and silencing, 
which perpetuated and promoted gender inequality. 
 
II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 
2.1 According to Evans (1995) Radical feminist is a 
movement that claim for women right to be equal to  
men in a patriarchy society. The radical feminist 
theory was stated on the idea that the major 
contributor to women’s  oppression and suffering 
which comes from social roles and institutional 
structures established from patriarchy and male 
supermacy. The movement uses all methods to ensure 
old man dminion and patriarchy is invalid and old 
traditional gender roles rejected from the community. 
2. Patrirachy is a practical system in which women 
are powerless and have voice. They are oppressed, 
dominated  and exploited by men(Walby,1990). 
 
In her article Asaqli (2017), analyzed the position of 
female and cultural beliefs that subjugated them. To 
some extent, she tackled the question of the power of 
the woman in Arabic society. Many writers have 
written stories seeking to erase women’s marginal 
position. Through his study, Richard highlighted 
several forms of oppression, exclusion, and silencing, 
exploitation which perpetuated and promoted gender 
inequality. 
From the reading of Arabic literature about women, 
critics left some questions unanswered which are 
prime to the present research.  How do women in the 
Bedouin community can destroy patriarchy and other 
problems bedeviling them? What are best strategies 
female can use to fight oppression in the society? 
This study tries to answer these questions. 
 
III. DATA ANALYSIS 
 
In the Bedouin community, from Tahawi’s four 
novels, men are vividly painted out as being more 
superior to women. The patriarchy ideology that 
undervalues women experience and knowledge. Male 
dominant over female in the Bedouin community. 
Women don’t have a voice; they were forced to 
follow and accept what men device and formulate. 
There are several societal structures in the Al 

Tahawi’s novels where the women narrators were 
frightened, beleaguered and driven to psychological 
disintegration by a dominant tyrannical male(s) who 
upholds male-controlled oppression. She identifies 
domestic violence, tradition, family life as being 
responsible for unequal gender relations founding the 
roots of exploitation of female. 
Radical feminists see patriarchy is an ideology taken 
from the social muscline rules to oppress women, as 
Tong (2009), states that patriarchal societies give men 
the right to empowering men and make women 
subordinate to them. So, Al Tahawi presents 
patriarchal society that oppresses the female 
characters and shows radical feminism seeds in the 
female characters to challenge patriarchal oppression 
over them. 
In Tahawi’s novels, there are several occasions where 
female narrators have tried to fight and challenge the 
existing patriarchy system using the concepts of 
radical feminism such confrontation and challenge 
even by death. 
 
In The Tent, the patriarchal community portrayed in 
the novel reflected the bedpan society considered the 
daughters as a disaster or bad luck. This was clear 
when the grandfather called Safiya and Fatima” you 
girls, you miserable creatures, come here!”,” Oh God, 
you are a sad gang! God has tested your father, and 
he’s been tolerant” (p: 9). “By God, they good for 
nothing! It annoys to look at them. More often they 
are like the market product you get ready for 
someone else. If you maintain her, she becomes 
fallow, and when you exchange her, you incur a 
loss.” (60). It is clear that woman in Bedouin 
community had no voice. Also, girls were forced to 
marry their cousins without any choice. “you are an 
object to your husband, you, wretched being. And 
from when do you consider you have an option in the 
problem, you slice of camel slurry” (27). In The Tent, 
Fatima frequently thought about running away to 
break loose from the oppressive traditions of the 
society (p. 2). Although the community has forced 
her to be submissive to men, she yarns to run away to 
seek freedom. Fatima opposes the patriarchy by 
refusing to be married or even painted feet with her 
cousin Henna, “I don’t want to get married or to paint 
my hands and feet with Henna (57).” Even though 
Fatima faced with sharp resistance from both her 
grandfather and mother, she stands out and advocates 
for equality and abolishment of the existing 
oppressing system. 
 
Similarly, in The Blue Aubergine story, Nada is 
called the blue Aubergine to refer to her ugliness.  It 
is the name taken from her family. “Gutter Manners 
joined the other names she will be given. Starting 
from Blue Aubergine, then Monkey, then Clown, 
then Gutter Manner.” Nada was insulted even by her 
mother (the Queen) who was shamed because of her 
daughter’s ugly look “sometimes the Queen hides her 
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face with her hand and laughs when Aubergine 
danced with complete abandon, or she nibbles her lip 
and raises her eyebrow as she looks at her with a half-
cautioning eye. Such a hint is enough to make her 
stop whatever she is doing” (Al Tahawi,2002, p:16). 
“she was embarrassed to tell her guests that I was her 
daughter” (94).). As a female, her character doesn’t 
feel that much love from her mother “they say she is 
my mother, but I never saw her suckling me, and I 
didn’t smell the scent of her breast. She just used to 
pull my hair and call me a devil” (94). Nada suffers 
the patriarchy of her family as a part of the Bedouin 
society. Her father wants her to be a pioneer, and her 
mother wants her to be a princess. Her brother Nader 
wants her to be a saint. To pray and fast and wear 
long clothes.  She was outcast by her friends for her 
ugliness and abused by her mother. Al Tahawi never 
hesitate to apply the radical feminist concept on her 
character Nada.. Nada tries many ways to obtain 
liberation, she loves, and goes to university  rebelling 
on the patriarchal Bedouin Socity ideologies that 
oppressed her. 
Also in The Gazelle Tracks(2008) narrative, girls 
were forbidden to go to school while their brothers 
could go to the USA to study. Women were not 
allowed to fall in love while men could love a foreign 
girl, marry her and the whole community could be 
proud of that. Female was prevented from reading 
novels or give suggestions. Muhra illustrates the 
patriarchal mentality of her father when he stops her 
to go to boarding school “they had ruined the mind of 
your mother and aunts” (p:8). Muhra tells us how her 
mother married her cousin (Muhra’s father) without 
even to say her opinion. “Even if she’s in the howdah 
on her way to wed a stranger, she’ll jump down and 
marry her cousin if only he says the word” (13). 
Muhra is a brave enough to challenge patriarchal 
society and reject the marriage by choosing to be 
prisoned and then dies rather than marrying her 
cousin. 
Finally, in The Brooklyn Heights (2011), the story of 
Bedouin girl Hind who was born in patriarchal 
Bedouin society that considers “bringing girls into the 
world is a calamity that blackens the face and ruins 
the pocket” (126). Hind suffers the obstacles of the 
community; her parents prevented her from playing 
in order not to be seen by boys “One of her brothers 
will pull her away by her hair if he sees her dawdling 
outside” (23). They have restricted her from attending 
school “That’s it, no more schooling for her” (94) 
“because she is a young girl now and may bring 
shame to her family.” 
In Brooklen Heights (2011), Hind runs from her 
family after being beaten by her father. She is painted 
with the blood-red mark as a reminder of the 
warning: “A daughter never runs away from her 
father’s house (126).” Hind feel like the only way to 
free women in her society is by escaping.  Hind never 
abides by patriarchy customs; she breaks the rule by 
divorcing her husband and runs away to the USA. 

She searches new life where no patriarchal society 
will reinforce its burdensome laws on her. In doing so 
Hind braves other women living in abusive marriages 
to quit and seek a new lifestyle outside the 
relationship. Also, Hind rebels against all difficulties 
which are a shame for a girl “you’re a girl, how will 
you manage to survive with that stubborn head of 
yours” (9). It clear that even though women are 
oppressed, some have stood up and opposed the cruel 
regime. Hind chooses death rather than marriage. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In conclusion, Tahawi’s novels outline several 
imbalances, restrictions, punishments, and abjurations 
projected toward women. It emerged that culture, 
marriage, and motherhood were prime factors to 
blame for silencing the women in the patrirachal 
Bedouin community. Al Tahawi strongly arraigns 
those institutions and practice which disseminate 
gender inequality and carry on to marginalize female. 
The Bedouin culture hinders women progress and 
permanently sustains them in a state of oppression. 
The paper also explored some strategies female 
narrator adopted to accord women a voice in the face 
of the silencing structure.It can be concluded that Al 
Tahawi’s female characters reflect the ideas of radical 
feminism. Throughout their challenge, it can be 
concluded that women are able to rebel reject 
patriarchal society over them. 
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